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Abstract
Interoperability stands as a critical hurdle in developing and overseeing distributed 
and collaborative systems. Thus, it becomes imperative to gain a deep comprehen-
sion of the primary obstacles hindering interoperability and the essential criteria 
that systems must satisfy to achieve it. In light of this objective, in the initial phase 
of this research, we conducted a survey questionnaire involving stakeholders and 
practitioners engaged in distributed and collaborative systems. This effort resulted 
in the identification of eight essential interoperability requirements, along with 
their corresponding challenges. Then, the second part of our study encompassed a 
critical review of the literature to assess the effectiveness of prevailing conceptual 
approaches and associated technologies in addressing the identified requirements. 
This analysis led to the identification of a set of components that promise to deliver 
the desired interoperability by addressing the requirements identified earlier. These 
elements subsequently form the foundation for the third part of our study, a refer-
ence architecture for interoperability-fostering frameworks that is proposed in this 
paper. The results of our research can significantly impact the software engineering 
of interoperable systems by introducing their fundamental requirements and the best 
practices to address them, but also by identifying the key elements of a framework 
facilitating interoperability in Systems of Systems.

Keywords Interoperability · System of Systems · Interoperability requirements · 
Interoperability challenges · Interoperability architecture · Distributed collaborative 
systems

1 Introduction

The term System of Systems (SoS) refers to a collaborative and interactive ecosys-
tem, typically characterized as an environment which is open at the top (i.e., there 
is no pre-defined top-level application, and new applications can be created at any 
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time), open at the bottom (i.e., system primitives are defined functionally rather than 
concretely), and continually evolving (i.e., functions are stable enough to be useful, 
but they are understood to be subject to modification) [1, 10, 55]. The concept of 
SoS can be applied to a broad range of application domains including telecommu-
nication, Internet of Things, cloud computing, enterprise, e-commerce, healthcare 
and transportation systems [63]. One of the main obstacles to the creation of such 
large, distributed and collaborative systems is the lack of interoperability, which can 
severely hamper the seamless collaboration and interaction of the SoS’s heteroge-
neous constituent systems [63]. Interoperability enables the interaction, coopera-
tion and sharing among systems; it facilitates the distribution of technology and 
resources, avoids vendor lock-in, and promotes the establishment of an open, fair 
market. This makes interoperability key to the enterprise survival, rather than just a 
technological preference [16].

Nevertheless, despite a large body of research on interoperability, there is a short-
age of practical solutions. One reason might be that the current state of the art in the 
study and analysis of interoperability has been heavily academically oriented, rely-
ing on scholarly resources and focusing especially on understanding the theoretical 
and conceptual aspects of interoperability. To address this shortcoming, in this work, 
we aim to identify and categorize the core interoperability requirements directly 
from the practitioners’ point of view. Indeed, understanding the core interoperabil-
ity requirements is the first step toward building interoperable systems. A clear and 
precise definition of the requirements allows software engineers, on the one hand, to 
create systems that are interoperable by design and, on the other hand, to measure 
and test their interoperation capabilities. Though there are in the literature other con-
tributions to the identification of interoperability requirements, they mainly pursued 
a theoretical analysis of interoperability aspects, but overlooked and in-depth explo-
ration of the tools, technologies and best practices to realize/overcome the concepts/
challenges they introduced. As a result, there is a gap between requirement specifi-
cations and practical solutions to address them. In this work, we contribute to filling 
this gap by conducting a critical literature study and analysis of common interoper-
ability approaches and techniques with respect to the extracted requirements. This 
analysis led to the definition of the key elements that a framework facilitating inter-
operability in SoSs should have. These elements are the basis for the architecture for 
our proposed Interoperability Framework (IF), which provides the foundations for a 
new generation of interoperability solutions by offering the following characteristics. 
It enables interoperation while preserving the autonomy of individual systems 
with respect to the adoption of any desired standards and technologies. Indeed, mak-
ing systems interoperable should not equate to preventing heterogeneity, not only 
because such an approach is unfeasible in practice, but also because diversity is the 
key to innovation and technological advancements. Accordingly, a proper interoper-
ability solution should allow systems to interact even if they employ heterogeneous 
technologies. To provide a solution that has staying power, the IF is coherent with 
the distributed nature of SoSs, and can cope with—and adapt to—the changes 
and the dynamics of the ecosystem, in terms of both business and technologi-
cal aspects. Rather than providing a single medium that makes systems interoper-
able—such as a software bus or a middleware—it defines a set of interoperability 
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building blocks that can be created, shared, discovered and, in general, that can 
collaboratively evolve. Hence, it allows individual systems to define and build their 
own interoperability solutions, which are tailored to deal with their specific interop-
erability obstacles.

Note that, even though for simplicity we refer in the paper to the IF, we are 
not advocating for there to be a single product, called “IF,” which is to be used to 
achieve interoperability in any SoS. Rather, we present a set of components that 
should constitute the core of interoperability-fostering frameworks. As such, the IF 
described in this paper is to be intended as a proposed reference architecture for 
frameworks enabling interoperability in SoSs.

The contributions of this paper are manifold: 

 i. the identification of eight fundamental and domain-agnostic requirements for 
the interoperation of SoSs;

 ii. the incorporation of practitioners’ insight in the requirement extraction, to dis-
cover the real challenges they are dealing with and to specify pragmatic require-
ments for building interoperability frameworks that are effective in practice;

 iii. a thorough literature analysis to determine the best practices for addressing the 
identified requirements and challenges;

 iv. the introduction of a reference architecture for frameworks that facilitate inter-
operability among collaborative systems.

Points (i)-(iii) have been tackled in [71], of which this paper is an extension. In addi-
tion, this article proposes a reference architecture for interoperability-promoting 
frameworks and discusses how it addresses the requirements identified in point (i).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the background con-
cepts and discusses related works; Sect.  3 describes the structure of our research, 
while Sect.  4 and Sect.  5 report and discuss its main findings, which include the 
extracted requirements and the corresponding literature mapping to identify the best 
practices; Sect. 6 distills these findings in a proposed reference architecture for an 
interoperability-promoting framework; finally, Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2  Background and related works

Interoperability is a long-standing challenge, and a lot of research has been car-
ried out in this context. In this section, we provide an overview of the most relevant 
works related to our research, which consist of studies aimed at better understanding 
interoperability concepts and challenges mainly through the formalization and cat-
egorization of interoperability-related notions. In particular, we focus on the works 
that, like us, studied the interoperability of distributed systems and SoSs, and pro-
vided a generic conceptualization and analysis.

In the Oxford dictionary, the word “interoperable” is defined as “(of computer 
systems or programs) able to exchange information.” In information systems, how-
ever, a unified definition of this concept seems to be difficult to achieve, as discussed 
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in [37]. Interoperability in software engineering goes beyond its generic definition—
i.e., the ability to exchange data (see [39])—and refers to a broader concept: the 
reciprocal understanding and compatibility among two—or more—systems, which 
allows them to operate on and use the functions of each other [18, 81].

Indeed, interoperability is not only a technical or business concern, but it has also 
entered the political sphere, where governmental efforts have pushed toward achiev-
ing interoperability in various technology, logistics and social domains. For exam-
ple, ISA2(Interoperability Solutions for European public Administrations, busi-
nesses and citizens) [22, 23] is a European Council project that aims to establish a 
program focusing on interoperability solutions for European public administrations, 
businesses and citizens. In addition, various regulations and agreements have been 
defined regarding interoperability among information systems [25], ranging from 
interoperable databases [24], to information systems dealing with visas and borders 
[26], to those regarding police and judicial cooperation [27].

This shows that, when it comes to large distributed systems, interoperation 
requires cooperation at various levels (physical/infrastructure, hardware, conceptual, 
application, network, business, regulatory, etc.) among systems, organizations and 
sectors [17, 84]. Hence, different works have tried to structurally identify various 
interoperability layers. For instance, the European Interoperability Framework (EIF) 
[33]—an initiative of the European Commission promoting seamless service inter-
operability and data flows for European public administrations—defines four levels 
of interoperability. Legal Interoperability (LI) ensures the cooperation of organiza-
tions under different legal frameworks, policies and strategies. Organizational Inter-
operability (OI) concerns the alignment of business processes. Semantic Interoper-
ability (SI) achieves the semantic and common understanding of data elements, and 
Technical Interoperability (TI) manages the interoperation at the application level of 
the infrastructure. Inspired by the EIF—from which it borrows the interoperability 
layers (Technical, Semantic, Organizational, and Legal)—EOSC IF (The European 
Open Science Cloud Interoperability Framework, [21]) aims to facilitate interoper-
ability in the research and science domain according to FAIR (Findability, Acces-
sibility, Interoperability, and Reusability) principles for scientific data management 
[83]. EOSC IF tackles interoperability issues with the help of semantic technologies 
and a set of loosely coupled services and software; it provides a set of recommenda-
tions, best practices, a conceptual reference architecture, and a governance and legal 
structure to guide and organize the target community.

Similar to the EIF approach and in line with our research, there have been vari-
ous projects and initiatives working on the formalization of interoperability in enter-
prise systems, multi-organization systems, Systems of Systems, etc. [16, 28]. For 
example, [16] conceptualizes enterprise interoperability by introducing four interop-
erability viewpoints—data, service, process and business—that must be addressed 
to achieve full interoperability in an enterprise system. Data interoperability refers 
to operating on various data formats and query languages. Service interoperability 
involves identifying, composing, and operating various computer-based or non-com-
puter-based applications and services together. Process interoperability is needed to 
make various processes work together. Finally, business interoperability is neces-
sary to harmonize decision-making processes, rules, company cultures, commercial 
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approaches, etc., to develop and share business between companies. IDEAS (Inter-
operability Development for Enterprise Applications and Software)  [3, 15] was 
among the earliest works to suggest a multi-layer solution to envision interoperabil-
ity. It states interoperability must be achieved on different levels, including business, 
knowledge, application, data, and communication. It also introduced the semantic 
dimension concerned with understanding the actual meaning of concepts at each 
level.

ATHENA (Advanced Technologies for interoperability of Heterogeneous Enter-
prise Networks and their Applications) [5, 70] complements IDEAS and addresses 
interoperability through a holistic approach that considers the business and technical 
viewpoints. In short, it defines three meta-levels over IDEAS levels for approaching 
interoperability in enterprise systems and applications: Conceptual, Applicative and 
Technical. SOSI (System of Systems Interoperability) [31, 60] and MoBIE (Model-
Based Interoperability Engineering)  [59] focus on SoSs. SOSI’s interoperability 
model is composed of three layers, programmatic, construction and operational. 
SOSI maintains that to make two systems fully interoperable at the operational level, 
interoperability must be achieved first at the programmatic level (e.g., between pro-
gram offices and contractors), and second at the constructive level (e.g., of the SoS 
architecture, protocols and standards). MoBIE is a conceptual modeling framework 
for SoSs, whose main contribution is the development of an ontology describing the 
interoperability domain and enabling the modeling, use and analysis of all signifi-
cant interoperability aspects. Following the MoBIE framework, one can model, from 
the point of view of interoperability requirements, the systems, the involved agents, 
the nature of interfaces and functional interactions with other systems, and the types 
of engagements. In another work, the framework for federated interoperability pro-
posed by [52] combines graph theory and Model-Driven Engineering to enable on-
the-fly data transformation and integration among heterogeneous relational database 
systems. In particular, their proposed solution first explores the original relational 
databases to discover the source and target data models and create their graph repre-
sentations. It then computes the similarity between the elements (nodes and edges) 
of the two corresponding graphs to generate a set of transformation rules to map 
source data to the target data structure.

In the context of the industry, particularly with the advent of the fourth indus-
trial revolution, commonly referred to as “Industry 4.0,” the pivotal role of SoS 
interoperability became increasingly evident [11]. Notably, the reference archi-
tecture for implementing Industry 4.0, known as the Industrial Internet Reference 
Architecture1 (IIRA), consists of four layers (Business, Usage, Functional, and 
Implementation) that inherently demand vertical interoperability among these 
layers. Consequently, various initiatives have begun to identify SoS interoper-
ability challenges within this framework. For instance, Gollner et al. [40] recog-
nized the significance of Digital Twins (DTs) in the SoS context. DTs serve as 
digital representations of physical objects or systems [20] and play a crucial role 
when different partners in the value chain need to collaborate. This is because all 

1 https:// www. iicon sorti um. org/ IIRA. html.
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pertinent assets require such digital representations to be seamlessly integrated 
into a collaborative and interoperable environment. However, unlike our work, 
it does not primarily focus on an in-depth analysis of interoperability challenges 
and only proposes a modeling language that enables various partners to collabo-
ratively specify the interactions between different DTs. One limitation of their 
approach is that this specification process is not fully automated and still relies on 
human intervention.

In a similar vein, the work in [66] addresses the challenge of heterogeneity 
in SoS by focusing on digitalization and automation to enhance interoperability 
within the Industry 4.0 movement. Like our approach, the study proposes archi-
tectural design principles and tools to streamline interoperability engineering 
efforts. However, their focus is primarily on service-oriented systems. This nar-
rows their interoperability solutions to issues specific to Service-Oriented Archi-
tecture (SOA), such as service interface and contract heterogeneity. In contrast, 
our analysis and solutions are more versatile, extending beyond just SOA.

The last group of related works includes other surveys and studies on interoper-
ability challenges and characteristics. Lane and Valerdi [53] characterized influences 
of interoperability on SoS engineering. In particular, to study the type of engineering 
work required to make SoSs interoperable, they analyzed 14 interoperability models 
gathered from the comprehensive survey presented in [37]. In addition, [53], and 
the similar literature survey presented in [54], provided interoperability definitions, 
models and techniques. The work in [62] analyzes and classifies available solutions 
to achieve pragmatic interoperability by systematically overviewing 13 papers out of 
more than a thousand. The in-depth analysis presented in [6] shows why interoper-
ability should be considered a crucial characteristic of large collaborative systems. 
Further, it defines a set of requirements for the subsystems of an SoS to make the 
latter interoperable. It also presents a relationship between the interoperability of an 
SoS and that of its composing subsystems to help engineers choose the right subsys-
tems prior to developing the SoS.

Our research and the works mentioned above differ in many ways: 

 i. Most of the available contributions on the conceptualization of interoperability 
and the analysis of its challenges focused solely on academic articles, whereas 
in our work, we aimed to extract the challenges and requirements by consider-
ing the point of view and experience of actual practitioners (both in industry 
and academia).

 ii. Previous works provided theoretical analyses but did not investigate the tools, 
technologies, and best practices to realize/address the identified concepts and 
challenges. In this research, after extracting the relevant requirements, we ana-
lyzed the best approaches for addressing them.

 iii. Most of the frameworks mainly focus on the modeling, formalization, and 
conceptualization of interoperability; however, unlike this work, they do not 
identify—nor provide—the architectural and technical elements for the imple-
mentation and development of components that can enhance the interoperation 
among systems in a complex ecosystem.
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3  Study design

This work has two goals: first, to obtain a deep understanding of the main interop-
erability challenges, barriers and requirements in large-scale collaborative systems; 
second, to understand the capabilities of current interoperability methodologies and 
approaches, along with the tools and technologies that can address the identified 
requirements. To this end, we structured our research in three phases, each address-
ing one of the following research questions. 

 (RQ1) What are the fundamental requirements and challenges, considering every 
relevant aspect, that must be addressed to make large collaborative SoS inter-
operable?

 (RQ2) Which methodology provides the most suitable basis to address the identified 
requirements and challenges and foster SoS interoperability?

 (RQ3) What components should be part of a framework specifically built to facili-
tate interoperability among SoSs that addresses the identified requirements 
using the most suitable methodology?

In the first phase, focusing primarily on the transportation domain as a paradigmatic 
case of distributed and collaborative eco-system—or de facto SoS, we studied the 
transportation stakeholders, organizations and systems that constitute or are involved 
in, SoSs. As depicted in Fig. 1, we assembled a collection of 33 projects and initiatives 
supported by the European Union. These projects were drawn from those funded by 
the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking under the umbrella of Innovation Programme 4,2 and 
we also included select external projects. These initiatives spanned a wide spectrum, 
encompassing applications related to transportation for smartphones, as well as aca-
demic and industrial projects addressing diverse facets of mobility and transportation 
systems. The primary selection criteria revolved around two key factors: their relevance 

Fig. 1  Procedure followed to carry out the questionnaire-based survey

2 https:// proje cts. shift 2rail. org/ s2r_ ip. aspx? ip=4.

https://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ip.aspx?ip=4
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to interoperability issues and the presence of substantial documentation and informa-
tion available in English.

Then, we carried out a screening process to narrow down the list of relevant pro-
jects and ultimately identified 16 suitable candidates. After reaching out to these pro-
jects to gauge their willingness to participate in our survey and interview processes, we 
successfully secured the participation of 14 projects. In the next phase, we conducted 
extensive desk research on the selected projects to gain insights into their existing sys-
tems and technologies, as well as their objectives and requirements related to interoper-
ability. A comprehensive list of the projects studied, along with detailed information 
about them and our research, can be found in [78].

Following this, we developed a questionnaire comprising 16 questions, encompass-
ing both multiple-choice and open-ended inquiries, to delve deeper into the obstacles 
and challenges faced by practitioners. The complete set of questions is presented in 
[77]. The questionnaire was distributed to a selected set of managers, engineers and 
technicians in every project. The answers to the questionnaire were collected in several 
rounds of communication with the experts for further follow-up questions and clarifi-
cations regarding the questions/answers. In some cases, face-to-face interviews were 
carried out. Section 3 provides an overview of the main findings of this requirement 
analysis phase. We argue that, while some interoperability challenges may vary accord-
ing to the specific domain and the desired level and nature of the cooperation, the core 
set of concerns and the fundamental problems are shared across domains. Hence, while 
we sometimes articulate the requirements with reference to the transportation domain, 
we believe they are general and domain-independent, and so is the proposed interoper-
ability model.

After extracting the basic set of requirements, in the second phase of our study, we 
focused on answering RQ2, and we carried out an in-depth comparative study and criti-
cal analysis of the literature. We investigated the state of the art and available tech-
niques and technologies tackling interoperability issues, to understand how effective 
they are in addressing such requirements and to accordingly identify the best practices 
for building interoperable SoSs. Section  5 illustrates the results of this phase of the 
study.

Finally, in the third phase, we tackled RQ3 by defining the reference architecture 
and core elements of frameworks that aim to facilitate interoperability in SOSs. We first 
identified the design goals for such frameworks, based on the requirements discussed in 
Sect. 4 and on the best practices presented in Sect. 5. Then, we defined a set of key ele-
ments that interoperability-promoting frameworks should have, where each component 
addresses at least one (possibly more) of the desired requirements. We also identified 
several different strategies that could be used to deploy these components in practice. 
The proposed architecture, with its core elements and the possible deployment strate-
gies, is described in Sect. 6.
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4  Interoperability challenges and emerging requirements

To frame the identified requirements that must be addressed to overcome the lack of 
interoperability in any large, distributed and collaborative system, we introduce the 
interoperability trilogy shown in Fig. 2, which has three facets: Data, Service, and 
System Interoperability. Each facet covers concerns related to a key source of chal-
lenges to interoperability: the need to exchange data, use one another’s services, and 
systematically manage the infrastructures for distributing, discovering, sharing and 
exchanging artifacts.

The first two aspects of the interoperability trilogy, Data and Service Interop-
erability, comprise two fundamental interoperability barriers: heterogeneous data, 
and disparate APIs and services. Most of the contributions addressing this problem 
have focused on the provision of solutions characterized by a narrow focus, based 
on the development of specific standards, data models, and technical solutions such 
as ad hoc plugins; in contrast, little attention has been paid to tackling interoper-
ability issues among such solutions, frameworks and standards themselves. Thus, 
though solutions focusing merely on data and service aspects can foster some level 
of interoperability among multiple systems, the extent of the achieved cooperation 
is still limited and highly fragmented. As a result, instead of individual isolated sys-
tems, we obtain isolated groups of systems, where the systems of each group are 
typically under the control of a single organization (e.g., a company) able to impose 
constraints on the autonomy of its designers or solution providers. In this case, the 
systems of a given group are highly interoperable with one another, but they have 
no or very little interoperability with systems of other groups, which are controlled 
by separate, independent organizations. Hence, for interoperability to be effectively 
achieved in a large, collaborative environment composed of independent and dis-
tributed systems, the presence of standards, unified specifications and interfaces can 
help, but it is not sufficient. Therefore, we introduce the third facet of the interopera-
bility trilogy, System Interoperability. It focuses on the features of a system or infra-
structure that facilitate the development, establishment, advertisement, distribution 

Data 
Interoperability

Service 
Interoperability

System
Interoperability 

R3.Accessibility and 
Openness

R1.Data Standardization 
and  Portability

R4.Security and 
Privacy

R5.Discoverability

R6.Technological neutrality

R7.Integration/Orchestration 
of complementary 
service

R8.Automation and 
Machine-readability

R2.Service/Interface 
Standardization

Fig. 2  The interoperability trilogy: Data, Service and System Interoperability, and their corresponding 
requirements
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and collaborative use of interoperability-enabling concepts and technologies—e.g., 
ontologies, data distribution and sharing, standards, unified service interfaces—that 
can significantly reduce the loss of autonomy and independence that organizations 
suffer when they participate in an SoS ecosystem.

4.1  Key requirements of interoperability

This section outlines the eight identified key interoperability requirements (denoted 
as R1–R8 and summarized in Table 2) which are the results of the first phase of our 
study. Each requirement captures a set of features and prerequisites deemed essential 
in one or more facets to make SoSs interoperable (e.g., the need for data and ser-
vices to be discovered in the case of R5). In addition, a set of challenges (denoted as 
C1–C6 in Table 1) that hinder the satisfaction of such requirements are also outlined 
in the discussions for each requirement. Finally, as an indicator of the importance of 
each of these requirements, we defined the relative frequency notion as depicted in 
Fig. 3. It shows the number of times such a requirement has appeared (implicitly or 
explicitly) in the answers (the questionnaire or interviews) or in our desk analysis of 
the surveyed projects.

Data standardization and portability (R1) and Service Standardization 
(R2): Standardization and portability are two key requirements in any collabora-
tive domain where various organizations/systems require data collection from other 
organizations/systems and in a wide range of categories. Moreover, in a distributed 
multi-agent enterprise where many products and services can be provided only 
through a network of cooperating systems, data sharing and the possibility of creat-
ing integrated services carry even greater significance. For example, in the trans-
portation domain, the current trends toward a new generation of mobility services 
providing multi-modal, door-to-door solutions require strong system cooperation, 
and in particular, the ability to exchange data (to share schedules, fares, etc.) across 
different sectors (e.g., rail, road, air, urban mobility, vehicle sharing) and countries.

However, in a fragmented environment where individual parties are in charge of 
data management (generation, utilization, storage, sharing, and distribution of data) 
data formats and standards tend to diverge (C1). This immense data diversity is one 
of the primary issues obstructing smooth interoperation among different actors. As 
a consequence, the Data Standardization and Portability (R1) requirement of the 
Data Interoperability Facet has the highest rank among all identified requirements 
(see Fig. 3). More precisely, R1 refers to the capability of transferring data between 
different systems in a way that guarantees that data remain functional and process-
able in the destination system. R1 is also key for the interoperability of services for 
a pair of reasons. First and foremost, services must have a consistent interpretation 
of exchanged data to be able to cooperate. Second, the increasing popularity of ser-
vitization and of service- and micro-service-oriented architectures in distributed sys-
tems leads, in turn, to increasing heterogeneity in service interfaces and APIs (C1). 
For example, in the transportation domain, the concept of Mobility-as-a-Service—
where users can access multiple, heterogeneous, multi-modal transportation services 
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in a seamless manner, typically through a single application3—is attracting a lot of 
interest and is becoming a common practice [47]. As a result, transport actors—from 
public transport authorities to vehicle sharing companies, infrastructure managers 
in different sectors, transport operators and retailers— are increasingly required to 
make their products available through web services and APIs. These services, how-
ever, are exclusively tailored to each organization’s internal standards and models, 

Fig. 3  Relative frequency of elicited requirements in the domain of the surveyed projects

Table 2  Interoperability requirements

No. Requirement

R1 Data standardization and portability: facilitate data exchange among systems to support collabora-
tive data collection and integrated services

R2 Service standardization: promote common standards for service management to enhance interop-
erability within diverse organizational contexts

R3 Data accessibility and openness: ensure open, accessible data with a focus on legal and technical 
openness, discoverability, and reusability

R4 Security and privacy: address data security and privacy concerns in competitive enterprise envi-
ronments, emphasizing control and secure communication

R5 Discoverability: establish an efficient and reliable discovery process vital for service-oriented 
computing and data-driven systems, while mitigating data heterogeneity challenges

R6 Technological neutrality: encourage technological neutrality by decoupling services and functions 
from underlying technologies to foster interoperability in complex systems

R7 Integration/orchestration of complementary services: facilitate the integration and orchestration of 
complex, complementary services to meet evolving user expectations, particularly in areas like 
transportation

R8 Automation and machine-readability: promote automation and machine-readability to reduce 
human intervention

3 https:// maas- allia nce. eu/ homep age/ what- is- maas.

https://maas-alliance.eu/homepage/what-is-maas
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which are often incompatible with the service interfaces and APIs of other actors 
(C2).

Then, an essential requirement of interoperability is Service Standardization 
(R2), which refers to the adoption of common standards in various aspects of service 
management, including interfaces, underlying data models, and service descriptions. 
Indeed, R2 is the most frequent requirement in the Service Interoperability Facet.

Data Accessibility and Openness (R3) and Security and Privacy (R4): 
Requirements R3 and R4 concern data ownership, access and sharing. R3 is part 
of the Data Interoperability Facet and includes two complementary requirements. 
Data openness highlights the importance of the publication of data that is legally 
and technically open and available in the public domain. Data accessibility, instead, 
concerns further properties of open data, including discoverability, assessability, 
processability, and re-usability.

The other highly influential factor in fostering data sharing is the existence of 
mechanisms that ensure data Security and Privacy. Requirement R4 belongs to both 
the Data and System Interoperability Facets. In enterprise environments—e.g., in 
the transportation domain— organizations compete with one another to achieve a 
higher market share, companies have many conflicts of interest, and private sector 
entities have invested considerable assets to create, collect and process data. Then, 
security and the ability to fully control one’s own data become critical aspects. 
Accordingly, data owners tend to maximize their profits by making their data and 
assets exclusively accessible to themselves rather than freely available to everyone, 
including their own competitors (C3). Similarly, they are inclined to avoid compro-
mising their systems by sharing their data through insecure communication chan-
nels (C4). Hence, data management solutions such as those promoted by the Inter-
national Data Spaces (IDS) Association4 (where data are shared while respecting the 
sovereignty of the data owner/creator), or initiatives such as [72] (which introduces 
a security management mechanism for SoSs) are becoming increasingly popular.

Discoverability (R5): As depicted in Fig. 3, Discoverability is a requirement in 
the Service and Data Interoperability Facets, since the discovery process is a piv-
otal aspect in service-oriented computing as well as in data-driven systems. Indeed, 
a simple, dynamic, and reliable discovery process is the foundation of service-ori-
ented architectures, enabling various primary features, including service composi-
tion and binding [43]. Also, the Internet, considered as a distributed and data-driven 
system, shows how the resource discovery process directly impacts the usefulness 
and applicability of such a system—it is hard to imagine the Internet today with-
out the giant search engines that provide users with search and discovery functions. 
Likewise, discovery is becoming a major bottleneck for independent organizations 
working together in collaborative environments and SoS ecosystems, where the 
relevant services and data are spread across heterogeneous databases and service 
registries. In other words, if actors need to spend more time and effort discover-
ing the required resources than implementing/creating the desired services/data, 
then organizations will favor using their own services and data, which exacerbates 

4 https:// inter natio nalda taspa ces. org/ why/ data- spaces.

https://internationaldataspaces.org/why/data-spaces
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interoperability issues. Conversely, the existence of a reliable and flexible discov-
ery mechanism, which allows interested parties to efficiently find the desired data/
services, encourages the use of external organizations’ data, the integration of their 
services, and the cooperation and interaction with them. Yet, the discovery mecha-
nism is essentially a structured way of reading and processing data. Hence, the het-
erogeneity of data structures, meta-models, and interfaces creates a severe challenge 
toward the implementation of a discovery mechanism that can handle data coming 
from different sources (C1).

Technological neutrality (R6): This requirement belongs to the System Inter-
operability Facet and stems from the inadequacy of monolithic approaches to the 
software engineering of complex systems (C5). When the hard coupling of inter-
nal components and artifacts of complex systems (and constituent subsystems) 
meets the heterogeneity in the lower layer of the technology stack, it becomes a 
serious impediment to the adoption of unified standards at the top layers (i.e., the 
provided services and data). Accordingly, decoupling the services/functions pro-
vided by a system from the underlying enabling technologies is necessary to foster 
interoperability.

R6 is similar to the standardization requirements in the service and data facets 
(R1 and R2), but it views the heterogeneity problem from a different perspective. 
Whereas Data/Service Standardization pushes involved parties toward the use of a 
unified standard that prevents divergent data formats/service interfaces, Technologi-
cal neutrality tackles the same issue by encouraging the development of systems, 
services and functions in a manner that is agnostic with respect to data formats, 
technologies and specifications. R6 is an interoperability foundation because of 
two crucial attributes of large-scale SoSs. First, parties might be distributed across 
countries or even worldwide, and hence, the use of common standards requires uni-
fied—or at least compatible—policies, rules and regulations, in addition to tech-
nological requirements. Then, the definition of widely accepted standards requires 
time-consuming and complex bureaucratic and political activities (C1). Second and 
more importantly, adaptation to specific standards forces organizations to modify 
their already-developed systems, which is a long and costly process (C2).

Integration/orchestration of complementary services (R7): This requirement, 
which belongs solely to the System Interoperability Facet, stems from the fact that 
SoS services and products are becoming increasingly complex. For example, in 
the transportation domain, today’s travel services go beyond the simple concepts 
of booking and ticket generation. Travelers, instead, expect many complemen-
tary services (e.g., personalization of travel offers, smart navigation, trip-tracking, 
re-accommodation, and onboard services such as entertainment) [75] to be avail-
able before, during, and after their trips. Furthermore, creating the new forms of 
travel that are becoming increasingly popular—e.g., door-to-door travel packages—
requires an extensive orchestration of multi-modal and cross-border services offered 
by different operators.

As a result, on one hand, the provision of a complete and full-featured service 
and product by a single system/organization seems unrealistic and infeasible. On the 
other hand, fragmented and one-to-one orchestration of multifarious services is a 
cumbersome and inefficient process (C1,C5). So, the development of mechanisms 
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and technologies realizing a distributed logical layer that interlinks a vast variety of 
core and complementary services is a pressing requirement. The existence of such 
an infrastructure would boost interoperability: Interested parties could collectively 
discover, compose and orchestrate more complex services/products in a collabora-
tive manner, where atomic services/products are offered by different organizations/
systems.

Automation and Machine-readability (R8): Automation is a common concern 
across all facets of the interoperability trilogy. However, it targets different concepts 
and approaches at each facet. Concerning services and systems, it mainly refers to 
the procedures, tools and technologies that remove—possibly partially—the need 
for human intervention in tasks and operations. This is true also of data-related pro-
cedures; however, in the data domain automation also refers to the methodologies 
and tools that make data machine-readable, and in particular to the structured and 
semantically enriched data that enable unambiguous interpretation of data without 
human involvement. As a result, data become assets fed as input or generated as an 
automated process output.

Automation procedures vary depending on the application domain and on the 
software design methods [82]. However, we can generally frame automation as a 
process that breaks a complex procedure down into a chain of multiple intermediate 
steps that carry a formal—usually abstract—description of the implementation of 
each task, its requirements—such as libraries or platforms—and expected inputs and 
outputs. The description is ultimately translated into a machine-readable format that 
lets machines perform the complete procedure. Hence, an added value of automation 
is that distributed integration of defined stages becomes possible, which increases 
the interoperability among involved parties. Moreover, automation makes proce-
dures more structured and portable, which, in turn, greatly improves their interop-
erability. Accordingly, introducing automated infrastructures and machine-readable 
data that make inter-organization cooperation smoother is an important requirement 
to achieve interoperability in complex SoS environments. Nevertheless, the main 
barriers to reaching full automation in legacy systems are the lack of digitalization 
and technical infrastructure in creating and managing the automated process (C6).

5  Interoperability building blocks

This section reports the results of the second phase of our study as introduced in 
Sect. 3. It provides an overview of the generic and common practices, techniques 
and technologies to realize interoperability in SoSs. The main objective is to con-
duct a critical analysis and comparative evaluation of such approaches to better 
understand their limitations and opportunities concerning the eight key requirements 
introduced in Sect. 4.

In the rest of this section, we first introduce the notion of interoperability stack 
in Sect. 5.1, to frame the scope of the interoperability concept that is the target of 
our research. Then, to better classify the most common interoperability practices 
and technologies, we structure the discussion based on the ISO categorization of 
interoperability approaches. More precisely, the well-known ISO 14258 standard 
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[45] identifies three basic approaches to achieving interoperability [16, 17, 65]: 
Integrated, Unified and Federated. Then, Sects. 5.2–5.4 survey the techniques that 
are the best practices for each approach and analyze their pros and cons; finally, 
Sect. 5.5 identifies the approach that best fits the requirements discussed in Sect. 4.1.

5.1  Interoperability stack

Based on the characteristics of large, distributed enterprise systems, and with refer-
ence to the current state of the art and available interoperability solutions in this 
domain, we introduce the notion of interoperability stack, depicted in Fig. 4, where 
the realization of interoperability at the higher level of the stack depends on address-
ing interoperability at the lower levels.

The stack is composed of three levels: physical, legal, and logical. The lower 
(physical) level refers to everything that is not digital. It includes artifacts such as 
hardware, infrastructure, and physical materials and objects, but also procedures, 
strategies such as business models. The middle (legal) level concerns issues related 
to interoperability and compatibility with regulations and policies, which is an 
essential element to allow (or hinder) effective cooperation and collaboration among 
organizations, corporations, sectors and national authorities. Finally, the upper (logi-
cal) layer refers to compatibility and interoperation at the conceptual and digital lev-
els, which leads to technological and application interoperability.

The proposed interoperability stack provides a generic and abstract classification 
that can be instantiated to specific levels in different domains. For example, Fig. 4 
shows how the interoperability stack can be instantiated in the public administra-
tion and transportation domains. As introduced in Sect. 2, EIF, the reference frame-
work for public administrations, has four layers, which are mapped to our three-layer 
model as follows. OI covers the integration of business processes, which implies 
documenting them in an agreed way and with commonly accepted modeling tech-
niques, including the associated information exchanged. In the public administration 

Fig. 4  Interoperability stack and its instances in the public administration and transportation domains
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domain, the physical artifacts are the documents and business models, and hence, 
OI could be considered as an instance of the Physical Interoperability Level. 
LI is about ensuring that organizations under different legal frameworks, policies 
and strategies can work together, which corresponds to the Legal Interoperability 
Level. Finally, SI—which refers to achieving a common understanding of the mean-
ing of data elements and the relationship between them—and TI—which supports 
the applications and infrastructures linking systems and services—can be mapped to 
the Logical Interoperability Level.

Similarly, seamless and extensive cooperation cannot be achieved in the trans-
portation domain without a multi-layer interoperability model. To make seamless 
multi-modal cross-border travel a reality, mobility and transportation systems must 
be interoperable at different levels [13, 34, 35, 44]. At the infrastructure level (which 
corresponds to the Physical Interoperability Level) they must, for example, ensure 
the physical compatibility of rail tracks, or install suitable telecommunication net-
works to allow vehicles and infrastructure to communicate. At the legislation level 
(corresponding to the Legal Interoperability Level) they must allow cross-region 
transportation actors and authorities to smoothly carry out business (in the broad 
sense of the term) together.

At the application, service, and network level (which corresponds to the Logi-
cal Interoperability Level) mobility and transportation systems must be able to 
exchange data, communicate, realize complementary services and—in general—
facilitate the cooperation among travel services, application and information provid-
ers, MaaS providers, transport authorities, travel agencies, IT and software suppliers.

The focus of our research is the upper level in the interoperability stack. However, 
as discussed above, it is not possible to fully achieve interoperability at the Logi-
cal Level before reaching an acceptable degree of interoperability at the Legal and 
Physical Levels (though the digitalization of legal procedures can also help auto-
matically check the compliance with legal interoperability requirements). Hence, 
the latter should be considered as prerequisites for the former; however, the detailed 
analysis of lower layers is beyond the scope of this paper. Accordingly, in the rest of 
this paper, the term “interoperability” refers to the Logical Level.

5.2  Integrated interoperability

Integrated interoperability is based on the adoption of a single common model—and 
technology—by interoperating systems; accordingly, it is achieved mainly through 
standardization. In particular, integrated interoperability is described in [65] as 
follows:

[Integrated interoperability occurs] where there is a standard format for all 
constituent systems. Diverse models are interpreted in the standard format, 
which must be as rich as the constituent system models.

The fundamental characteristic of this approach is that, instead of solving inter-
operability issues among heterogeneous systems, it tries to prevent incompatibili-
ties at the root, by eliminating any heterogeneity in the first place. The degree of 
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interoperability achieved by this approach directly depends on the spread of a spe-
cific standard. Hence, global interoperability is not achieved in this model unless a 
model/standard/technology is adopted worldwide.

In principle, if every actor adopted the same standard—and corresponding imple-
mentation technology—full harmonization of systems would be achieved. In prac-
tice, convincing a large community to adopt a common model/standard/technology 
can be very difficult—if not outright unfeasible. Hence, the integrated approach 
seems hardly applicable to address issues related to the Service and System facets 
of the interoperability trilogy (see Sect. 4) that are closely related to technologies. 
That is because access to superior technologies is key in the race among organiza-
tions to secure greater market share and popularity. This naturally leads to increased 
heterogeneity of processes, tools and technologies. Integrated interoperability, how-
ever, can be a sound approach for data and service interface interoperability (see 
requirements R1 and R2 of Sect. 4), as witnessed by some well-known examples. A 
homogeneous representation format can also facilitate the searching and discovery 
mechanisms up to some extent (R5). For example, the XML and WSDL [19] speci-
fications gained worldwide acceptance in the data and service interface domains, 
respectively, and significantly contributed to the interoperability of web services.

Similarly, in the transportation domain, many initiatives focused on the stand-
ardization of data formats [14]. For example, many standards co-exist in the rail-
way systems sub-domain, such as RailMl5 (Railway Markup Language) [61], which 
covers formats and structures for data exchange among railway applications. TAP 
TSI6 (Telematic Applications for Passengers Services), is another widely adopted 
standard defined by the European Railway Agency, which defines protocols for the 
exchange of timetables, tariffs, reservations, information about circulating trains, 
etc. The NeTEx7 technical standard (which is based on and extends the Trans-
model data model8) defined by CEN is another widely known specification for the 
exchange of schedules in public transport. As the examples above show, standards 
tend to diverge even when considering single modes of transport (e.g., railway) and 
specific topics (e.g., public transport schedule exchange).

Similar situations are observed in other sectors and domains as well. In general, 
despite the considerable efforts and interest elicited by the integrated interoperabil-
ity approach, the successful widespread adoption of common standards has usually 
been limited to rather small scopes—determined by the scope of control that an 
organization can manage.

5.3  Unified interoperability

Unified interoperability is defined in [65] as follows:

5 https:// www. railml. org/ en/ intro ducti on. html.
6 http:// taf- jsg. info/? page_ id= 51.
7 http:// netex- cen. eu.
8 http:// www. trans model- cen. eu.

https://www.railml.org/en/introduction.html
http://taf-jsg.info/?page_id=51
http://netex-cen.eu
http://www.transmodel-cen.eu
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[It occurs] where there is a common meta-level structure across constituent 
models, providing a means for establishing semantic equivalence.

As the definition shows, unified interoperability relies, as in the integrated inter-
operability approach, on a single common standard/format shared by the different 
parties. However, unlike in the former case, in unified interoperability this com-
mon model is at the meta-level. In other words, it is not used as a standard/format 
to describe systems, services, or data, but it provides a means to define equivalent 
representations of different formats through the meta-model: When the meta-model 
is commonly adopted as a reference, different formats can be translated into one 
another by first mapping them to the meta-model. The downside of this approach is 
that while—theoretically—an exact mapping with one hundred percent coverage is 
achievable, the translation process often involves some semantic and/or information 
loss. More precisely, the accuracy of the translation—i.e., the amount of semantic 
and/or information loss that occurs during the translation process—is conditional 
on the comprehensiveness of the meta-model, completeness of the source and tar-
get models with respect to one another, and the precision of the translation process 
itself. In other words, concept A in the source standard would be lost during the 
translation process, if no equivalent concept exists at the meta-level, or if there is no 
corresponding concept in the target model, or if the translation mechanism is imper-
fect. In general, all facets of the interoperability trilogy (data, service and system) 
can benefit from unified interoperability, though enabling tools are different.

At the system level, a promising methodology enabling unified interoperability is 
the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [38]. In MDA, the unified meta-models are 
defined at two levels of abstraction, the Computational Independent Model (CIM) 
and Platform-Independent Model (PIM), which can be automatically converted to 
the specific target system through the system-level meta-model (Platform-Specific 
Model, or PSM). All instances of the CIM, PIM and PSM models derived within 
the MDA architecture are interoperable with models designed by other organizations 
following the same meta-models.

At the data and service level, the most widely practiced approach to realize uni-
fied interoperability is middleware technology. Middleware-based systems can differ 
in their types and forms [46], but they all share a common idea. A middleware is 
generally defined as an intermediate layer between two others (e.g., between hard-
ware and application, or between application and network layer) that provides reus-
able services and functions to hide the complexity and heterogeneity of one layer 
from the other. In the context of unified interoperability, by “middleware” we refer 
to the traditional concept of translation adapter [9], which translates the internal data 
and interfaces of a system to a specific unified model—agreed in advance—and then 
exposes them to the external parties. Hence, it shields the idiosyncrasy of hetero-
geneous organizations and creates a unified layer across different systems, enabling 
them to cooperate and interoperate.

A prominent example of the realization of unified interoperability in practice is 
the REST (REpresentational State Transfer, [36]) architectural style that proposes 
a set of lightweight and loosely coupled principles for web service design and 
implementation. The REST style has significantly enhanced the interoperability of 
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applications and services at the network and communication layer in essentially all 
domains that use web technologies. Due to its advantages, REST quickly replaced 
existing (so-called WS-*) approaches and related technologies after its introduction 
[69].

Nowadays, REST is the de facto reference architectural style for web services 
and, given its spread, it could even be considered a successful example of the inte-
grated interoperability model.

Unified interoperability provides greater flexibility compared with the integrated 
approach and it does not require existing systems to totally revamp their internal 
models. Hence, in comparison with integrated interoperability, it is more suitable for 
addressing R6. Nevertheless, it still imposes a hard constraint regarding the compat-
ibility of each internal model used in the domain with a single unified model. Hence, 
as in the integrated approach, the achieved level of interoperability depends on the 
extent of the acceptance of a unified (meta-)model throughout the domain.

5.4  Federated interoperability

Federated interoperability essentially generalizes unified interoperability, since it 
also relies on intermediate meta-models to draw correspondences between hetero-
geneous formats (in the broad sense of the term); however, in this case, there is no 
single reference meta-model or standard, but multiple ones, to be selected (possi-
bly dynamically) depending on the involved systems. As a consequence, a federated 
approach to interoperability eliminates the need for an agreement among the actors 
of a community/domain on a fixed meta-model and makes the decision regarding 
which meta-model to use a dynamic one.

More precisely, [65] defines federated interoperability as follows:

[It occurs] where models must be dynamically accommodated rather than hav-
ing a predetermined meta-model. This assumes that concept mapping is done 
at an ontology level, i.e., semantic level.

As its definition suggests, federated interoperability calls for a semantic approach 
when drawing correspondences between concepts of different systems. More pre-
cisely, semantic interoperability refers to the ability to exchange and incorporate 
data between multiple systems based on the meaning of the exchanged information.

In practice, a syntactic approach is often used instead of a semantic one. In this 
case, one-to-one mappings based on the structure of data representations are created 
between different federated systems. However, this is only a pale approximation of 
a truly federated approach as, while it eschews a single common model (as in inte-
grated interoperability) and also a single common meta-model (as in unified interop-
erability), it requires the development of n2 mappings in a federation of n systems.

The full potential of federated interoperability, instead, is realized if the approach 
is applied at the semantic level.

A semantic approach to federated interoperability is based on the capability of 
providing, often on-the-fly and in an algorithmic and machine-processable manner, 
meaning to a set of concepts through a set of propositions. It is achieved through one 
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or more ontologies that establish the exact and agreed meaning of the concepts, and 
through a set of interpreters distributed across heterogeneous systems, which allow 
the creation of a common understanding of the meaning of each concept. These 
interpreters transform the exchanged information from each of the non-interoperable 
formats of the federated systems to the shared model. This is a scalable approach, as 
it requires n interpreters for a federation of n systems.

The main enabling technologies for semantic federated interoperability are those 
of the semantic web—i.e., identifiers, ontologies, RDF (Resource Description 
Framework) schema, Web Ontology Language, etc. Ontologies, in particular, play 
a pivotal role in this approach. In computer science, an ontology is referred to as a 
“specification of the conceptualization” [41] that provides a formal description of a 
set of concepts and the relations among them in a particular domain. As described 
in [32], an ontology serves both representational and computational purposes, where 
the former refers to the enumeration of factual domain knowledge and the latter to 
the process of deriving inferences from represented facts. Indeed, the ability to infer 
knowledge makes ontologies extensible: through inference, new information can be 
derived and added to the domain knowledge [32], which is a set of assertions about 
a set of concepts and is represented using RDF. In RDF, each concept is associ-
ated with a unique identifier that refers to an ontology, vocabulary and data domain 
model. Hence, any machine can seamlessly retrieve the exact meaning of a concept 
and so process data without any previous knowledge of it or human input. It could 
then be considered the best approach to address R8.

The best vision for the semantic federated interoperability is arguably captured 
by the web of linked data [8]. Tim Berners-Lee defines the linked data principle9 
as a set of best practices to meaningfully interlink structured data from heterogene-
ous sources. Through the adoption of this principle and the use of standardized web 
technologies, a data-level interconnection of distributed data silos can be achieved 
and create a global data space. This global knowledge graph, firstly, promotes the 
use of search engines and technologies like SPARQL, which provide an expres-
sive querying capability over linked data that can effectively fulfill R5. Secondly, it 
makes linked data applications seamlessly interoperate with multiple federated data 
sources over diverse domains [7]. Finally, on top of that, Open Linked Data can 
effectively address R3.

While semantic web and linked data approaches have been mainly designed and 
used for data interoperability, there also have been significant research activities, ini-
tiatives and standardization efforts aiming to apply a semantic approach in the con-
text of web services [51, 56, 57, 67], from semantic-based service description and 
discovery to semantic-based service mashup, composition and orchestration [30, 50, 
68, 76]. Accordingly, within the SoSs and enterprise domains, the semantic feder-
ated interoperability approach can be used to enhance both the Data and Service 
Interoperability viewpoints. In particular, addressing standardization—i.e., R1 and 
R2—in dynamic, complex, and large-scale SoSs seems more feasible in the feder-
ated model compared to the other ones.

9 https:// www. w3. org/ Desig nIssu es/ Linke dData. html.

https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
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The discussion above highlights that the federated style is the most promising 
approach to address interoperability issues in SoSs. Firstly, it allows organizations 
to cooperate using their own preferred technologies and data models, which fits 
very well with the most prominent features of SoS ecosystems: diverse technolo-
gies and heterogeneous data. Secondly, it does not require pre-existing agreements 
among actors as a prerequisite for establishing any interactions. Hence, it suits well 
the dynamic nature of SoSs and the complex business relationships that exist among 
actors, since it gives more freedom to organizations to choose and change their part-
ners and cooperating systems. Hence, unlike the integrated and unified approaches, 
the federated style, by definition, can satisfy R6 and R7. Finally, it is worth not-
ing that, while the federated interoperability approach does not directly contribute to 
fulfilling R4, it still facilitates addressing this requirement.

Indeed, the key tenets of this approach are that systems operate in autonomy and 
are only loosely coupled, typically increasing their privacy.

5.5  Discussion

The literature review presented above shows that many approaches seek interoper-
ability through integration (Integrated and Unified Interoperability), which mandates 
using a common set of technologies and mature standards at various levels. Indeed, 
if the entire ecosystem operates using a single standard and the same technologies, 
interoperability among composing systems is achieved naturally. Unfortunately, this 
approach has been successfully used only in few, exceptional cases, since wide-scale 
adoption of a standard/technology by a large community is a complex process.

From a technological point of view, the most common approaches are middle-
ware-based solutions. Middlewares act as brokers, which map different systems’ 
internal data/interfaces to a previously agreed data model or set of interfaces [4, 9]. 
Though these mechanisms make systems interoperable, this solution suffers from 
several drawbacks. First, the adoption of a single middleware to make N systems 
interoperable requires the development of N different translators/plugins, which con-
siderably increases the design and implementation efforts, complexity and costs. 
Moreover, middlewares are often implemented through a centralized architecture 
which seriously hampers scalability, increases performance concerns, and suffers 
from the single-point-of-failure problem. In addition, the management of SoSs com-
posed of a large number of administratively and geographically distributed organi-
zations requires a distributed and collaborative approach, which is against the very 
nature of any centralized solution. Finally, middlewares are not robust with respect 
to technology upgrades, since they require the substitution of all the underlying 
plugins. In a dynamic and technology-oriented domain characterized by continuous 
technological advancements, this shortcoming poses a serious problem.

As summarized in Table 3 and discussed in detail in Sect. 5.4, Federated Interop-
erability is the most suitable approach to overcome the above-mentioned issues and 
address the key interoperability requirements.

Nevertheless, semantic federated interoperability can be achieved only if suitable 
infrastructures and technologies exist [73]. So in this direction, to obtain a greater 
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degree of interoperability, the SoS and interoperability community, researchers and 
practitioners should foster federated interoperability by filling the technological gap. 
It calls for more contributions to developing and adapting semantic-aware systems, 
loosely coupled services, self-contained tools, and modular and composable soft-
ware architectures, which together provide the plug-and-play technologies enabling 
on-the-fly federated interoperation.

The next section proposes a reference architecture for interoperability-enabling 
frameworks, which is a first step in the selected direction.

6  A conceptual architecture for interoperability frameworks

The discussion of Sect. 5 highlights that a proper federated interoperability solution 
for large collaborative SoS must meet the following features.

(I) It should enable interoperation while preserving the full autonomy of individ-
ual systems with respect to the adoption of any desired standards and technologies. 
Indeed, making systems interoperable should not equate to preventing heterogeneity, 
not only because such an approach is unfeasible in practice, but also because diver-
sity is the key to innovation and technological advancements. Accordingly, a proper 
interoperability solution should allow systems to interact even if they employ het-
erogeneous technologies. (II) To provide a durable solution, it must be coherent with 
the distributed nature of SoSs, and it must be able to cope with—and adapt to—the 
changes and the dynamics of the ecosystem, in terms of both business and techno-
logical aspects. (III) Instead of providing a single medium that makes systems inter-
operable (e.g., software bus or middleware), it must define a set of interoperability 

Table 3  Coverage by different 
interoperability approaches of 
the identified requirements

Symbol ×  means the corresponding approach does not address the 
selected requirement
+ means it can partially address the requirement and ✓ means it has 
the potential to fully address the requirement

Interoperability 
requirements

Interoperability approach

Integrated Unified Semantic 
federated

R1 ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 ✓ ✓ ✓

R3 × × ✓

R4 × × +

R5 + + ✓

R6 × + ✓

R7 × + ✓

R8 × × ✓
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building blocks that can be created, shared and discovered and that can collabora-
tively evolve.

These desired features led us to the formulation of the following core design 
goals (DG) for the IF.10

 (DG1) Enabling a Federated Approach to Interoperability: The IF shall establish an 
infrastructure that facilitates a federated approach to interoperability, effectively 
addressing the distinct requirements within each facet of the interoperability 
trilogy, as described in Sect. 4.

 (DG2) Semantic Approach to Federated Interoperability: One of IF’s primary goals 
is to overcome the fragmentation of SoS ecosystems by fostering semantic 
interoperability. Hence, it shall focus on provisioning and leveraging technolo-
gies to enable a semantic-based approach.

 (DG3) Flexibility, Extensibility, and Reusability: The IF shall establish a flexible, 
extensible, and reusable infrastructure capable of gradual adaptation and evolu-
tion in response to emerging technologies and new requirements.

Consequently, the IF design must be oriented toward offering an extensive suite of 
interchangeable, composable, and loosely coupled interoperability tools and ser-
vices, complemented by a set of deployment principles. This approach shall enable 
systems within SoSs to seamlessly communicate, utilize external data and services, 
and collaboratively develop new tools and applications without necessitating any 
alterations to their internal interfaces, standards, or systems. An integral aspect of 
the IF must be an emphasis on the efficient semantic linking of data, thereby reduc-
ing the need for data and service replication. This efficiency could be achieved 
through a mechanism that automates the generation of semantic descriptions and 
meta-data for submitted data and assets. Rather than acting as another intermediary 
or middleware for bidirectional translations between diverse organizations, the IF 
shall serve as an advanced distributed registry for data and services, accompanied 
by a suite of semantic interoperability tools. By generating uniform semantic-based 
descriptions, the IF conceals data and service idiosyncrasies, rendering them dis-
coverable across federated IF nodes. However, the scope of the IF shall transcend 
that of a mere distributed registry. It aspires to realize an open shared distributed 
processing environment by providing loosely coupled and standard-agnostic inter-
operability tools. Users can collectively select and assemble these tools based on 
their specific requirements, creating a tailored and special-purpose middleware that 
is ready for deployment.

The suggested high-level architecture of the IF, depicted in Fig. 5, offers a com-
prehensive view of its components based on the interoperability trilogy model (see 
Fig. 2). At its core, the architecture features the AM component, surrounded by a 
group of sub-components that collectively address System Interoperability within 
the IF. Additionally, two logical abstractions, namely Data Abstraction and Service 

10 Recall that, as mentioned in Sect. 1, for ease of writing we use the term “the IF” to refer to our pro-
posed reference architecture for interoperability-fostering frameworks.
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Abstraction, encompass the IF components primarily involved in handling Data and 
Service Interoperability aspects.

6.1  Data abstraction

Data Abstraction plays a crucial role in realizing a web of data and ensuring seman-
tic data interoperability within the IF. The term “data” can encompass various cat-
egories and types. For example, in the transportation domain, it includes ontologies, 
supply chain and logistic data, code lists, ticketing and payment data, historical 
mobility data, traffic data, fares’ data, and more. In the absence of a unified standard, 
these data are currently modeled and represented using a heterogeneous set of speci-
fications, vocabularies, and data models. To overcome this challenge, Data Abstrac-
tion contributes to addressing DG2 by automatically converting and enriching heter-
ogeneous data into a common shared semantic graph. In line with DG1, the primary 
objective of the Data Abstraction is to address requirements R1, R3, R5, and R8. It 
mainly consists of back-end databases and triple stores, complemented by front-end 
interfaces and mechanisms managed by the AM. These mechanisms handle various 
operations, including linked-data and meta-data creation and management (related 
to R3 and R5), as well as the collection, storage, and retrieval of data, ontologies, 
vocabularies, and meta-data provided by different parties (related to R1, R3, and 
R5), or created by internal components of the IF (related to R8).

6.2  Service abstraction

In accordance with DG2, the IF prioritizes the utilization of semantic interoper-
ability. As explained earlier, two systems achieve semantic interoperability when 
the exchanged data can be clearly understood and consistently interpreted in both 
systems. To meet the objectives outlined in DG3, we emphasize the importance of 
providing flexible and reusable approaches to fulfill interoperability requirements. In 

Fig. 5  Conceptual IF architecture
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alignment with these goals, the Service Abstraction is designed using a modular and 
service-oriented approach, consisting of a set of self-contained, reusable, and com-
posable services and utilities. The Service Abstraction addresses DG1 by fulfilling 
requirements R2, R5, and R8.

In this context, we introduce three core types of interoperability services as 
foundational elements within the IF: converters, mapping mechanisms and ontol-
ogy management services. More specifically, we can distinguish two groups of 
semantic interoperability requirements. The first set of requirements is associated 
with the ontology engineering process involved in creating an ontology in the first 
place, which is the goal of Ontology Editors. These requirements, similar to 
the system interoperability requirements (see R6, R7, and R8), focus on facilitating 
ontology engineering through automation or by enabling a collaborative approach to 
ontology development and publication following FAIR principles [83]—for exam-
ple, by fostering ontology integration. The second set of requirements pertains to 
activities after the ontology’s development. They revolve around promoting effective 
ontology usage, a primary goal of Converters and Mapping Tools. Addition-
ally, these requirements encompass the need for accessibility, distribution, and dis-
coverability of ontologies, which are common to all asset types (R1, R3, and R5).

Converter Utilizing conversion as a prevalent strategy to tackle interoperability 
issues involves transforming heterogeneous standards into a formal model com-
prehensible by all participating systems. Consequently, within the IF, converters 
emerge as fundamental components. In particular, the IF promotes mechanisms such 
as those described in [12, 74], which facilitate semantic interoperability by automat-
ing the transformation of diverse standards into a semantic reference model serving 
as an intermediate point of reference. This approach’s value lies in lifting and lower-
ing data to and from the ontological level, allowing for meaningful data conversion 
at the conceptual level, not merely the syntactic level. Each mapping between the 
semantic model and other standards directly benefits the conversion process to any 
already-aligned ontology. This eliminates the need for multiple point-to-point con-
versions, which can become unwieldy as the number of data formats/standards and 
their respective data models increases. With semantic interoperability technologies, 
only the mappings to the ontological level need to be maintained and aligned over 
time, simplifying the complexity associated with managing multiple conversions.

Mapping Tool As mentioned above, addressing the significant diversity in data 
representations within as SoS often involves adopting effective strategies for con-
version mechanisms. Typically, these conversion mechanisms rely on mappings, 
whether explicitly or implicitly defined. These mappings essentially establish a 
correspondence between concepts or terms in one standard to their counterparts in 
another standard. The process of mapping plays a pivotal role in the conversion pro-
cedure. Mapping tools, then, are key components to achieve the IF’s goal of enhanc-
ing interoperability. An illustrative example of this is the Mapping Tool [42, 48, 
49, 80], designed to facilitate the creation of one-to-one mappings between anal-
ogous concepts in two distinct specifications. To ensure semantic interoperability, 
this mapping process is executed through a two-phase approach, encompassing both 
semantic and syntactic matchmaking stages. Specifically, the tool employs the Word-
2Vec algorithm  [58] to create word embeddings. It leverages a Word2Vec-trained 
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model to identify linguistic similarities among terms and concepts within the given 
standards. Subsequently, the second phase employs various heuristics to determine 
the structural similarity among terms within each standard. The resulting set of 
selected mappings can then be harnessed by IF Converters to streamline the data 
conversion process.

Ontology Management The increasing number of available online ontologies has 
led to a shift in ontology development, emphasizing the reuse of existing ontologies 
and modules [79]. This approach considers ontology development as the construc-
tion of a network of ontologies, where various resources may be managed by differ-
ent individuals or organizations. With this collaborative vision of ontology engineer-
ing, it becomes vital to provide robust methodological support for the development 
of ontology networks.

To address this need, the IF can integrate tools such as OnToology [2], making 
it accessible as a utility discoverable and deployable through the AM. OnToology 
serves as a tool for automated and cooperative ontology engineering. Specifically, 
it focuses on three key aspects: (i) Automating coarse-grained support activities 
involved in ontology development, including documentation, versioning, evalua-
tion, and publication of ontologies that are maintained and versioned in a git-based 
environment; (ii) implementing a workflow for continuous integration of support 
activities whenever new changes are made to an ontology; and (iii) integrating this 
workflow with a collaborative environment, enabling seamless collaboration among 
developers.

6.3  Assets and asset manager

To align with the objectives of DG1 and DG3, we introduce the Asset and Asset 
Manager components as integral parts of the IF. Serving as the gateway to the IF 
for both consumers and contributors, the AM plays a pivotal role. It provides users 
with the necessary administrative procedures to operate within a distributed, collab-
orative, and cross-organizational framework, addressing requirements R6, R7, and 
R8. Additionally, the AM oversees the essential operations for the comprehensive 
governance and accessibility of the IF, thus fulfilling the objectives of DG1. Fur-
thermore, the AM takes on the responsibility of addressing select security concerns 
(related to R4) that are inherent in a multilateral open ecosystem. This includes man-
aging authorization and access rights, and ensuring the ability to carry out specific 
processes or actions on assets while maintaining the necessary security protocols. 
By encompassing these functions, the AM contributes to the overall effectiveness 
of the IF and enhances its capacity to facilitate the achievement of its core design 
goals.

Broadly speaking, its function encompasses that of an official asset catalog, over-
seeing assets through distinct publication procedures. In pursuit of DG1 and the 
advancement of the federated interoperability approach, AM offers basic capabilities 
to publish, share, discover, maintain, and oversee the artifacts utilized and contrib-
uted by users, as well as those forming integral components of the IF. Essentially, 
the AM establishes a unified repository of dispersed digital assets, simplifying the 
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exploration and accessibility of all resources and tools essential for achieving inter-
operability. This encompasses a wide range of elements, such as ontologies, con-
verters, data schemas, and service descriptors. By fulfilling these roles, the AM 
contributes significantly to the IF’s objectives and the realization of effective inter-
operability practices.

Within the IF, the notion of “Asset” (see Fig. 6) plays a pivotal role in the pursuit 
of DG3. An asset is defined as any discernible artifact provided with a comprehen-
sive description, rendering it easily discoverable by users and other interconnected 
assets. An asset has a Type, a Lifecycle, some Meta-Data that describes 
it and some Permissions that determine who can access it. Every asset has a 
description, which is the main element in the materialization of the Data Abstrac-
tion in the IF. In particular, an asset has a Generic Description (which can 
be built upon the DCAT-AP [64] and ADMS [29] specifications, for example), 
which is generated during asset registration. In addition, depending on its Type, an 
asset might have Technical Descriptions containing detailed information on 
how to use it.

The AM should automatically transform these descriptions into RDF format 
(shown as Asset Meta-data in Fig.  6) and store them in the available RDF 
Repositories, which could be then used by the distributed SPARQL engines to ena-
ble the federated and semantic discoverability of assets.

There are three categories of assets: Data, Utilities and Components. An asset 
of type Data, besides the asset description and meta-data, is itself part of the materi-
alization of the Data Abstraction and it may include any kind of data in the relevant 
domain. For example, in the transportation domain data could include transporta-
tion ontologies, supply chain and logistic data, code lists, ticketing and payment 
data, historical mobility data, traffic data, etc. Utilities (e.g., Ontology Editor, 
Mapping Tool) and Components (e.g., Converter) are the realization of the 

Fig. 6  Asset meta-model
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Service Abstraction. As discussed above. Utility and Component assets are tools 
and services that might be provided and used by external actors as well as the IF 
itself. Furthermore, as represented in Fig. 6, a Component asset could be packaged 
as different deployable units. This enables multiple deployment and engagement 
choices for IF’s clients and increases the usability of the IF. Also, to fulfill require-
ments R6 and R8, we argue that the IF should also offer the possibility to automate 
the whole lifecycle of a Component, from its creation to the deployment stage.

Finally, the diverse user landscape that is an integral part of SoSs prompted us 
to design the deployment of the IF so as to cover a wide range of use cases. Direct 
Access is a standard mechanism for facilitating loosely coupled and service-oriented 
interoperability. In this case, the publisher provides—for each of its components—a 
description with an endpoint, which the AM transforms into discoverable metadata. 
The IF acts as a repository, facilitating discovery, and then redirects the client to 
the provider system for service interaction. The Runtime Executable Environment 
deployment strategy, on the other hand, promotes a Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
approach. In this case, the AM takes a proactive role, managing deployable artifacts 
on a cloud platform. Authorization is granted by the service provider or an external 
infrastructure provider. After discovery, the AM orchestrates execution and provides 
the client with an access endpoint. Lastly, for local or integrated use, the IF sup-
ports Direct Downloading of packaged component implementations. Various arti-
facts, such as container images or WAR files, cater to different preferences. Clients 
choose the most suitable deployment option depending on their system architecture 
and requirements.

7  Conclusions

This paper focused on the practical challenges, requirements and approaches for 
addressing interoperability problems in distributed and collaborative systems. We 
collected practitioners’ views and experiences on dealing with interoperability in 
actual projects by conducting a questionnaire-based survey. Starting from this sur-
vey, we identified in (Sect. 3) three research questions, which have been addressed 
as follows. To answer RQ1, we have identified (Sect.  4) eight fundamental and 
domain-agnostic requirements that every system must address to ensure full interop-
erability. Furthermore, six challenges that hinder addressing such requirements have 
been specified. Question RQ2 was addressed by performing a critical analysis of the 
literature and current state of the art in interoperability approaches, through which 
we identified the best practices to fulfill the identified requirements. The analysis 
concluded (Sect. 5.5) that a semantic federated approach is best suited to address the 
identified requirements.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the available interoperability solutions 
(see Sect.  2) fully address the requirements identified in Sect.  4. For this reason, 
to address RQ3, we proposed (Sect. 6) a reference architecture—the IF—for inter-
operability-enabling frameworks for SoSs; for each component of the architecture 
we pointed out the requirements that it addresses, which provides the rationale 
for including the component in the architecture. The identified components cover, 
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altogether, all the identified requirements. The architecture exploits the best prac-
tices discussed in Sect. 5 and, to the best of our knowledge, is the first one to specifi-
cally address the interoperability problem through a semantic federated approach.

The creation and deployment of stable implementations of the IF components—
some prototypes are available, as mentioned in Sect. 6.2—will be an important step 
to facilitate, in practice, interoperability in SoSs. Notice that, since different compo-
nents address different requirements, a specific SoS might necessitate only a subset 
of the elements identified in Sect. 6, depending on its features and interoperability 
needs. Hence, an SoS might deploy only a limited number of IF components. This 
can decrease the effort of realizing the IF in practice, thus increasing its impact.
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